TELANGANA STATE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION: HYDERABAD
HOSTEL WELFARE OFFICERS GR-II
(NOTIFICATION. No’s 07/2018 &.08/2018)
IN BC WELFARE &TRIBAL WELFARE DEPARTMENT’S (GENERAL RECRUITMENT)

Web-Note for Edi option
It is hereby informed that the written Examination (OMR Based) for the
Posts of Hostel welfare officers Grade-II (Notification’s. No’s 07/2018 &.08/2018)
scheduled to be held on 29/07/2018 FN & AN. Further it is also informed that the
candidates who have applied for both Notifications that the Examination is
Common.
The candidates who are applied for the posts of Hostel welfare officers
Grade-II (Notification’s. No’s 07/2018 &.08/2018) in BC welfare & Tribal welfare
department’s are hereby informed that during recruitment process it is observed
that, the candidates are often committing mistakes in filling Bio data in their
respective applications and requesting TSPSC for Bio data corrections in their
respective PDF applications. But it is not feasible for TSPSC to make corrections
in candidate’s respective applications, as it is the candidate’s responsibility to fill
the application form correctly.
In view of the above, it is decided to give a chance to the candidates to
correct their wrongly entered data by way of giving Edit Option. In this regard, the
candidates are directed to go through the following instructions.
1.

2.

Candidates are strictly informed that this Edit Option will be
considered for one time only. Hence, the candidate should show
utmost care while using Edit Option as this Data will be considered
up to final selection.
The candidates are instructed to view their Bio-data in PDF which is
made available to him to easily identify the wrongly entered data
that he entered in his/her respective application; candidates may
download their corrected PDF for future reference.

The candidates are directed to use this facility on.28, 29 and 30th of June, 2018
other details are available in the commission’s website www.tspsc.gov.in
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